Advances in the field of bioinformatics have led to reconstruction of genome-scale networks for a number of key organisms. The application of physicochemical constraints to these stoichiometric networks allows researchers, through methods such as flux balance analysis, to highlight key sets of reactions necessary to achieve particular objectives. The key benefits of constraint-based analysis lie in the minimal knowledge required to infer systemic properties. However, network degeneracy leads to a large number of flux distributions that satisfy any objective; moreover, these distributions may be dominated by biologically irrelevant internal cycles. By examining the geometry underlying the problem, we define two methods for finding a unique solution within the space of all possible flux distributions; such a solution contains no internal cycles, and is representative of the space as a whole. The first method draws on typical geometric knowledge, but cannot be applied to large networks because of the high computational complexity of the problem. Thus a second method, an iteration of linear programs which scales easily to the genome scale, is defined. The algorithm is run on four recent genome-scale models, and unique flux solutions are found. The algorithm set out here will allow researchers in flux balance analysis to exchange typical solutions to their models in a reproducible format. Moreover, having found a single solution, statistical analyses such as correlations may be performed.
Introduction
Recent advances in genome sequencing techniques and bioinformatic analyses have led to an explosion of systems-wide biological data. In turn the reconstruction of genome-scale networks for micro-organisms has become possible. Whilst the first stoichiometric model of E. coli was limited to the central metabolic pathways (Varma and Palsson, 1993) , the most recent reported model is much more comprehensive, consisting of 2077 reactions and 1039 metabolites (Feist et al., 2007) . Reaction networks for S. cerevisiae have been similarly expanded through incorporation of more genes and their corresponding metabolites -a recent consensus model consists of 1761 reactions and 1168 metabolites (Herrgå rd et al., 2008) . Genome-scale stoichiometric models for other micro-organisms (Kim et al., 2008) and even H. sapiens (Duarte et al., 2007) have been developed.
The ability to analyse, interpret and ultimately predict cellular behaviour has been a long sought-after goal. The genome sequencing projects are defining the molecular components within the cell, and describing the integrated function of these molecular components will be a challenging task (Edwards and Palsson, 2000) . Ideally, one would like to use kinetic modelling to characterize fully the mechanics of each enzymatic reaction, in terms of how changes in metabolite concentrations affect local reaction rates. However, a considerable amount of data is required to parameterize even a small mechanistic model; the determination of such parameters is costly and time-consuming, and moreover many may be difficult or impossible to determine experimentally. Instead, genome-scale metabolic modelling has relied on constraint-based analysis (Beard et al., 2002; Covert et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2008; Price et al., 2004) , which uses physicochemical constraints such as mass balance, energy balance, and flux limitations to describe the potential behaviour of an organism. In particular, flux balance analysis (FBA) (Kauffman et al., 2003) highlights the most effective and efficient paths through the network in order to achieve a particular objective function, such as the maximization of biomass or ATP production. The key benefit of FBA and similar techniques lies in the minimal amount of biological knowledge and data required to make quantitative inferences about network behaviour (Bonarius et al., 1997) .
In general there is degeneracy in stoichiometric networks, leading to an infinite number of flux distributions satisfying the given optimality criteria. It is a great focus of the FBA community to reduce the size of this optimal flux space, through imposing tighter limits on each flux based, for instance, on measurements of intracellular fluxes with nuclear magnetic resonance, or other additional constraints (Kim et al., 2008) . Despite use of these techniques, the resultant solution remains a space of fluxes, rather than a unique flux. In a recent paper, Price et al. (2004) do not view this as a problem, stating
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The mathematical notion of equivalent optimal states is coincident with the biological notion of silent phenotypes. This property distinguishes in silico modelling in biology from that in the physicochemical sciences where a single and unique solution is sought.
While it is true that equivalent solutions may be important in representing biological reality, at the same time we also believe that the ability to state a well-defined, single solution that is representative of the space of all possible fluxes would be of great benefit to the modelling community. From a practical perspective, researchers often do quote a single flux that results from their analysis; since this is chosen randomly from a large space of possible fluxes, their results are irreproducible and entirely dependent on the software or algorithm used to solve the linear programming (LP) problem. From a scientific perspective, the ability to extract a representative solution from the space would allow us to perform typical analyses, for example correlating flux with associated protein levels.
In this paper we show that, by examining the geometry underpinning the problem, we may find a well-defined, unique flux through application of a well-known and fundamental mathematical theorem. Unfortunately, this method proves impracticable for large, genome-scale models. Thus, we define a second method that gives similar results to the first, and moreover is computationally feasible. The algorithm is applied to a range of existing genome-scale models.
Methods
The problems encountered when performing constraint-based analysis, and the methods we propose to overcome these problems are best described through referral to a simple example. Consider the small metabolic network presented in Fig. 1 , whose fluxes we wish to estimate. This may be addressed through appealing to FBA. This method allows us to identify the optimal path through the network in order to achieve a particular objective; quantitative predictions will then hold true if the cell optimizes its growth under the conditions considered. When applying LP to predict flux distributions it is assumed that the cell has found an ''optimal solution'' for survival through natural selection, where we equate survival with growth (Edwards and Palsson, 2000) .
For our example network, FBA would involve maximizing output flux ðv 5 Þ subject to a limited nutrient consumption rate (v 1 p1, say). The maximal solution to the problem here is clear ðv 5 ¼ 1Þ, but such ''back of the envelope'' calculations would not be possible in a genome-scale network with thousands of reactions and species. Rather, we must formulate the problem in matrix form
where
The FBA problem is now well-defined, in that it leads to a unique, finite objective value Z ¼ Z % ¼ 1; however, even for this small network there is degeneracy, leading to an infinite number of flux distributions v with the same optimal value. Returning to Fig. 1 , we can see that this occurs because the flux may be delivered through any of reactions 2, 3 or 4, or any combination thereof. Indeed the actual non-unique flux solution found will be entirely dependent on the underlying algorithm of one's software. For example, one possible solution is given by v % ¼ ð1; 1; 1000; À1000; 1Þ
T . Such an answer is unappealing-the result is dominated by an internal cycle between fluxes 3 and 4; whilst cells are known to demonstrate such profligacy with regard to flux (Westerhoff et al., 1983) , it is unlikely to occur to such an extent. The problem we shall address through the remainder of this paper is how to extract a solution from the space of flux distributions that is both unique (and hence reproducible) and sensible, from a biological perspective.
Method one
The set of all possible solutions to the FBA problem is given by the equation and constraints
From a geometric perspective, Eq.
(1) defines a polyhedron; appealing further to geometric understanding (and using the fact that ba0), the representation theorem (Minkowski, 1910) tells us that polyhedra such as these may be naturally decomposed as the sum of a convex hull and a pointed cone as shown in Fig. 2 .
The hull is uniquely defined by its vertices x i while the cone is uniquely (up to multiplication) defined by its extremal rays y j . These vertices and rays may be found through application of Chernikova's algorithm (Chernikova, 1965; Le Verge, 1992 ). 
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For our example we have three vertices and six rays given by It is clear from this result that the extremal rays define the internal cycles in the network. Rather, the interesting potential solutions are to be found within the hull. Since the vertices of the hull are uniquely defined, so the centre of the solution hull is uniquely defined as
This is indeed a natural solution to our FBA problem. No flux is wasted through internal cycles. Moreover, in the absence of experimental information as to which of reactions 2, 3 or 4 are used preferentially, the result unbiassedly assumes an equal flux through each. Choosing the centre of the convex hull seems an ideal method for fixing a unique FBA solution. Unfortunately, Chernikova's algorithm is exponential in the number of reactions (Le Verge, 1992), and hence is computationally infeasible for genome-scale systems; indeed, the related problem of determining elementary flux modes has only proved possible in systems with tens, rather than thousands, of species and reactions (Klamt and Stelling, 2002 ). Thus we turn to an alternative, but related, method for dealing with such large systems.
Method two
The algorithm we propose to define a unique flux balance solution may be visualized as follows: whilst it is not computationally possible to define the vertices of a convex hull for a genome-scale network, the problem of finding the smallest box that may contain that hull may be posed as a (soluble) set of LP problems.
We first define the method, then explain its workings by means of application to the example of Fig. 1 
where kvk 1 ¼ P i jv i j denotes the taxicab-norm and e is some specified tolerance. Let us examine the workings of the algorithm through its application to our example.
Iteration 1
For the first iteration we make the sensible assumption that the cell will minimize the total flux ð P i jv i jÞ required to produce its objective Z ¼ Z % , which by decomposing v into its positive and negative parts may be posed as a LP problem. This idea for flux minimization was first suggested by Holzhü tter (2004); assuming that flux is proportional to enzyme concentration, this is equivalent in some sense to the cell minimizing the amount of enzyme required. The step further ensures that internal cycles that can produce fluxes v i ¼ 1 are removed, a result also found in previous methods (Price et al., 2006; Qian and Beard, 2005) . Indeed, returning to Fig. 1 , the solution space to this new problem is now given exactly by the convex hull, and the cone is empty. Having found the minimal total flux through the network Z 1 ¼ 3, we now find the bounds on each flux subject to this additional constraint (a new take on flux variability analysis, Mahadevan and Schilling, 2003) . Naturally, v i ¼ 1, for i ¼ 1; 5, whilst 0pv i p1 for i ¼ 2; 3; 4. These limits are set as the new upper and lower bounds for the problem. The centre is set as the mean of these new bounds, namely m 2 ¼ ð1; 
Iteration 2
In the first method, we were able to choose the centre of the convex hull ðv % Þ as a solution. Here we have placed a box around the hull (defining new bounds); unfortunately the centre of the box ðm 2 Þ is not necessarily a solution to the original problem. Thus we instead minimize the distance between the flux and the centre, subject to the new constraint Z 1 found in the previous 
Iteration n
Each iteration of the algorithm adds an additional constraint, as the flux is drawn towards the centre of the bounds. Hence, with each iteration, the box surrounding the allowable flux space shrinks in size. After a finite number of iterations the bounds will converge to a single solution, within a given tolerance; this process takes 22 iterations for our simple example, with tolerance 
Results and discussion
We run the algorithm presented in method two on genomescale metabolic models for four organisms to test its efficacy. The four models-with known biomass representations and nutrient limitations-were imported to MATLAB s using libSBML (Bornstein et al., 2008) and solved with GLPK (GNU Linear Programming Kit) (Makhorin, 2001) .
The results may be found in Table 1 . The maximal biomass yield was found and flux variability analysis performed to find the number of non-fixed fluxes (presented as ''iteration 0''). The algorithm was then run until convergence at our specified tolerance e ¼ 10 À6 . The first point of note is that, in most cases, the algorithm converges very quickly to a solution; three of the four networks converge in less than three iterations. Indeed, the motif of our small example network proves to be a worst-case scenario.
Let us consider the application of the algorithm to the S. cerevisiae network iND750 (Duarte et al., 2004) , consisting of 1266 reactions. The assumption that the network maximizes its biomass production forces 1086 of the reactions to have a fixed value. Two iterations further and we have defined the unique central point; 978 of the reactions are fixed at zero, leaving only 1266 À 978 ¼ 288 taking a non-zero value. These reactions may be considered those critical for cellular growth and greatly simplify the problem of investigating metabolic function. Similar benefits are found when the method is applied to other models.
Our flux solution for the S. cerevisiae network is compared to the flux given in the original paper and is presented in Fig. 3 . Whilst the vast majority of fluxes are identical, this is due to the assumption of maximal biomass production; indeed 108 of the 1266 À 1086 ¼ 180 fluxes not forced to have a specific value are found to be different. Moreover, some of these differences are large-of the same order as the cell's glucose consumption rate ð1 mmol g À1 h À1 Þ. These differences illustrate the wide solution space typically found in FBA.
Where available, each reaction in the S. cerevisiae network is associated with a protein or proteins. Thus we may compare our flux solution with the protein copy number as given by Ghaemmaghami et al. (2003) . Where a reaction is associated with multiple proteins, we sum their copy numbers. The correlation between flux and protein levels is small (0.13), but significant ðpo10 À3 Þ, and compares slightly favourably to the flux given in the original paper (Duarte et al., 2004, correlation 0.12) . We admit this correlation is not evidence of the correctness of our flux solution-such can only be shown with direct measurement-but do believe it to show the flux to be reasonable.
Conclusion
The algorithm presented in this paper allows researchers from the flux balance community to choose a unique and well-defined flux from the space of all possible solutions. In turn, any results produced with the use of this algorithm will be fully reproducible and allow the exchange of typical solutions to models in a reproducible format.
From a biological perspective, the exact flux utilized by the cell will be dependent on a wide range of stimuli, and thus impossible to predict from network structure alone. Nonetheless, the solution chosen by our algorithm is sensible in a number of respects. The algorithm picks out the minimal solution required to satisfy the given objective; assuming that flux correlates with enzyme levels, this is equivalent to the cell minimizing the amount of enzyme required to satisfy this objective. Moreover, any fluxes representing thermodynamically infeasible internal cycles are removed. From the remaining set of solutions, our chosen flux is in (Feist et al., 2007) 2382 1972 (Duarte et al., 2004 ) is compared to the flux presented in the original paper. 108 of a possible 180 fluxes were found to differ. Note that glucose consumption is defined as 1 mmol g À1 h À1 .
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a sense ''central'', and hence can be considered unbiassedly representative of all possible solutions. Whilst a similar result may be obtained through application of Chernikova's algorithm, our method easily scales to networks with thousands of reactions and reactants. Thus, as network size increases and objectives gain in complexity, the method will continue to find application within the community.
